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Unsophisticated or naive in character; ingenious in concept; direct in expression;
sincere in creation; bounded by the vigorous limitations of a tool, a material, a
handcraft, or machine process. [on items he is drawn to]
					—Alexander Girard, Alexander Girard
The ugly is the beautiful.
—William Shakespeare, Macbeth
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IMAGES

Images A through J in the included envelope are to convey what is meant by “meaningful”
objects. Though many speak for themselves, I’ve included a little history behind each. Items K
through R are examples of my work that incorporate objects from my collections.
A: 1960s mathematics textbook covers with detail of student inscription below.
I fell into collecting vintage math textbooks after being impressed by the fine
design on many of their covers. Flipping through the pages of one I found the gem
below them. The hand-written words“Pure Poetry!” to the side of an especially
complex explanation struck me as especially sincere and earnest.
B, C: Self-portrait and application to Art Instruction, Inc from 1958
Described in Chapter II, these are two items of my late grandmother’s given to
me by my mother. Just seeing her lovely handwriting on the application brings my
memory of her into focus.
D: Four 8’’x10’’ found portraits
These four images of a girl transitioning from girlhood to early adulthood were
found beneath the stock image in a vintage picture frame I purchased for $1.
Something in the nature of the portraits seems to show the love between photographer and sitter.
E: Proof of military service
Found between the pages of a thriftstore book, an item like this makes one wonder
who Joseph Lopes was: Was there a war on? Did he survive to return to his family?
Was he an impressionable teenager or a husband with children waiting for him?
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F: Vintage motherboard
From this motherboard I learned that the connections were originally carefully
painted by hand. The human touch on something seen as inhuman is what draws
me to this piece.
G, H: Pages from Art in Everday Life, 1964, and The Boy Mechanic, 1958, respectively
These spreads are examples of unpleasant things I find signigicant for their
historical value. The first assumes there are no complexions other than the white,
Euro-centric ones shown and the second has Mom at the recipe box, Dad at the
bookshelf. I also own a 1940s children’s American history book by a still-respected historian who describes Southern slave owners as “good” to their slaves. I
decided not to include its image in my thesis as I still find it too upsetting. I’m still
working on a sensitive way to bring it to my students.
I, J: Examples of found or thriftstore items in my collections
K: Life drawing of found shell on withdrawn library book page
L: Details of Renaissance paintings drawn on withdrawn library book cover
M: Textile pattern made from scanned images of found objects
N: Collage from withdrawn library book on found board
O: Digital photography of items found at a former jewelry manufacturer in Providence, RI
P: 35mm photograph of some of natural objects
Q: 35mm photograph of juxtaposed Catholic kitsch, old office supplies and obsolete technology
R: Ready-made from inherited rosary and found vintage whistle
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ABSTRACT

The Artist, the Object and the Meaning Between begins by exploring the human motivation and
delight in keeping physical ephemera, tokens, specimen, souvenirs, relics, etc. Material things
can be tools to understand and interact with the world around us; a name for this is “Object-based
Learning”. I use Qualitative and Arts-based research to make the case for object-based learning
as a complement to digital resources. Though anyone may benefit from these practices, the focus
of the thesis is the teaching artist and her opportunity to encourage in her students a rich experience of the three-dimensional in a world that seems increasingly two-dimensional. I found that
creating, maintaining and sharing a carefully-curated materials lab enriches both my personal
art practice and my teaching practice. In-the-classroom examples, ontological lists, lesson plan
sparks, and drawings and photos created as part of the research are included.
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Whiteread: There is a vitrine, which will display objects that I collect whenever
I go traveling, or from junk shops and off the street. I never really know why I’m
collecting these things, and it wasn’t until we started working on the drawing
show that it became completely clear what they are. They’re as much drawings,
for me, as the drawings themselves, and they’re related to casting and they’re
sometimes related to domesticity – they’re a little bit of everything. People get
me things, they buy me things, but very few of those have actually gone into the
cabinet. I don’t want to sound ungrateful, but it’s definitely my own eye.
Bice Curiger: I think many of those objects have to do with the projection one
puts into them. There is also a certain innocence, because you don’t know the
story behind them. For example, whether this knife has murdered a person or not,
and you might have information that is shocking or deluding…
Rachel Whiteread: Exactly. People often come to my studio and they look at
these things. Then when they leave they say: ‘Oh, that really haunted me, and
every time I see one of those now I think about your studio.’ It’s quite funny how
innocent little objects can be so affecting.
—Rachel Whiteread, Drawing is Like Writing a Diary

I N T R O D UC T I O N
The World is Flat

Technology continues its steady advance with ever-increasing speed. It brings us new and different ways to experience the world and one another. At this moment, a simulated world viewed on
a two-dimensional screen is becoming the dominant space to observe, study and communicate.
There are wonderful opportunities for collaboration and partnership here. Offering unprecedented access to information and communication, it could be argued the virtual world encourages
democracy and favors the self-motivated. But as one observes others fixated on personal devices
en masse (after looking up from her own), is there a sense something has been lost?
At a recent art exhibit I had my first experience with “virtual reality”. It was impressive,
but I’d say we are far from approximating something as complex as the fluttery, downy feel of a
baby chick held in cupped hands or the cool, lithe feel of a snake’s belly, even with advanced augmented sensory experience. In the former sensations we begin to understand what is meant by the
“haptic”. Haptic Perception can be understood as Tactile Perception’s more spirited and sensual
cousin. Rooted in a Greek word meaning “to grasp”, haptic perception uses active exploratory
methods such as the running of one’s fingers over surface contours, enveloping an object in one’s
hands or exerting a careful pressure on it. One fully experiences the object’s physical properties
(and quite possibly spiritual ones) in an effort to understand the object, its history and its meaning in a more complete way. Needless to say, all this is difficult when said object is experienced
solely on a flat screen.
Supplying what is often missing: the material object, is the current impetus for the accumulation of my “meaningful” things. Often acquired by chance or on impulse, my favorites can
be seen in my work, either as media or symbol. They also naturally spill over into my classroom.
I am a draftsman/print-maker and a visual art/graphic design instructor and I enjoy where the two
overlap. My art is about the play between old and new, the original and the replication/simulation/
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reproduction. This play has a home in teaching too. My students and I virtually explore the Uffizi
or the Tate Modern some afternoons from our dimmed Oklahoma City classroom. We watch clever animated shorts, keep up with the latest relevant TED Ed Talks—all glorious examples of technological benefit. But I believe providing for good old-fashioned, first-person experiences should
not be neglected either. Again, the old with the new, the original and its simulation. Experiences
within our shared three-dimensional world, augmented only by our five or six individual senses,
can be the old to our current new: the ubiquity of technological resources. Incorporated into a
system of object-based learning, a rich haptic experience is just one of the ways material things
can give students lasting and meaningful memories in the classroom.
This teaching method has added relevance to the arts classroom when one considers
attitudes in the greater art world. Influential artists of the last hundred years experimented with
unconventional media and materials, investigated new formats and challenged the authority
and decisions of gallerists, scientists, critics and curators. Think of artists like Louise Nevelson,
Robert Rauschenberg or Joseph Cornell. This kind of work has established importance and a
place in the ongoing dialogue of fine art. For roughly the last fifty years, artists have been chewing over aspects of the hyper-consuming, throw-away culture of the United States and much of
the developed world. Contemporary artists continue to look for inspiration and materials in found
and mass-produced objects These become vehicles to add layers of meaning to artwork. Think of
Sarah Sze’s sculpture with anonymous-looking items or Mark Dion’s “museum-like” art installations. Motifs used repeatedly tend to define the artist’s symbolic language. Therefore, it is never
too soon to initiate students into this multi-textured amorphous world.
My thesis explores the human motivation and delight in keeping physical ephemera: tokens, specimen, souvenirs, relics, etc. Material things can be tools to understand and interact with
the world around us; a name for this is “Object-based Learning”. I use Qualitative and Arts-based
research to make the case for object-based learning as a complement to digital resources. I found
that creating, maintaining and sharing a carefully-curated materials lab enriches both my personal
art practice and my teaching practice. Though anyone may benefit from the practice, the focus of
the thesis is the teaching artist and her opportunity to encourage in her students a rich experience
of the three-dimensional in a world that seems increasingly two-dimensional. In-the-classroom
examples, ontological lists, lesson plan sparks, and drawings and photos created as part of the
research are included.
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I wanted something other than what I could make myself and I wanted to use the
surprise and the collectiveness and the generosity of finding surprises. And if it
wasn’t a surprise at first, by the time I got through with it, it was. So the object
itself was changed by its context and therefore it became a new thing.
—Robert Rauschenberg

When you put together things that other people have thrown out, you’re really
bringing them to life – a spiritual life that surpasses the life for which they were
originally created.
—Louise Nevelson
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CHAPTER I
Portrait of the Artist Digging Through a Pile of Rubbish

My reverence for things with history or meaning traces to my earliest childhood. Two “material things” shape my oldest memory: a trip to Safeway with my dad when I was two years old.
It may have also registered so strongly because it happened against the backdrop of something
extraordinary: my sister Amy has just been born. Mom and baby must’ve been resting, because
Dad and I are sent alone to the grocery store. An unusual trip in the first place (the grocery store
at night, without a list, without Mom?), I watch him select a whole pineapple as our sole purchase, highly unusual. It’s the first time I’ve seen one fresh, not pre-sliced from a can. I remember
realizing with shock (and some doubt) that Dad was saying the juicy gold rings I like came inside
that brown scratchy thing. Then as we check-out I notice he has added a child-size nylon purse
to our basket: the most unusual thing of all. After paying he hands it to me, it’s light green with a
white zipper and plastic beading. This is a big treat. Finances are tight and we live simply; with
few extras or gifts for no reason. Dad just opened a physical therapy practice, a relatively new
profession at the time. Mom wasn’t teaching this year, instead she runs the “business side” of the
business and stays home with a new baby and me. Our one car was traded between them, and
for a time I slept on a blow-up mattress beside my old crib, which now held baby Amy. I didn’t
understand the details, but smiling in the darkness on the drive home, the purse and pineapple in
my lap, I felt the night’s thrilling extravagance.
I’ve lost many things over the years, but somehow I still have that little green purse and
many other small things from a happy childhood. These items began my collections of various things I find touching or significant. The collections continue to grow, shooting off in odd
directions at times, needing pruning back at others. Objects that exert a pull on me gather in
boxes and in dresser drawers, eventually spilling out onto shelves and windowsills. I take after
my great-grandma in this, my mother’s mother’s mother, called “Ebby” (short for Evelyn). My
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great-grandpa George (also inexplicably called by his first name) died before my generation was
born, but Ebby was cooking and sewing and watching football in her own home until I was in college. She was a natural collector, and I remember that home full of the interesting and unusual. A
ceramic cougar glazed shiny black with ruby eyes prowled above the televsion, a working cuckoo
clock kept time in the dining room, vintage stand-up video games drew children (and adults) into
the garage: so many things! She was also the designated keeper of historic family artistic creation
and memorabilia.
Holidays and nearly every other weekend were spent with this side of my family in
Oklahoma City. At Ebby’s house, the “ladies” would sit around her breakfast room table, drink
endless cups of coffee and retell family stories. At some point out would come a big box of photographs, reaching back into the nineteenth century, everyone trying to get names and histories
straight. The kids enjoyed bottled Coca-Cola poured over two cubes of ice in small faux-crystal
glasses. Half-listening to their stories, we’d entertain ourselves by looking through what Ebby
called her “treasures”. Under the lid of a shallow, circular reel-to-reel tin lived countless tiny
things from a lifetime of slow accumulation. There were old campaign buttons, skeleton keys,
wooden coins, antique costume jewelry, miniscule plastic, glass or pewter animals, and things so
odd-looking I couldn’t even name them. Sometimes I’d ask if I could “go to her room” which was
basically asking to poke around her dim master suite, perusing drawers and trunks and hat boxes
where I’d find more and larger treasures. I remember rhinestone-encrusted house shoes I outgrew
before I was ten (Ebby was tiny), powdery-smelling makeup in shiny gold compacts, modish
hats and even a wig she wore once her hair grew thin. One thing I especially loved was a baby’s
sweater crocheted by a long-dead relative that was kept between sheets of tissue paper. I was fascinated with it because Ebby told me that the relative, Mary was her name, had been blind all her
life. And yet the sweater was perfect and beautiful.
It seemed all the women from Ebby’s side of the family were magically artistic like that.
Ebby was a masterful seamstress, quilting massive blankets and sewing fitted doll clothes, all by
hand. Each of her many sisters sewed or painted or made ceramics. I remember Ruthie turned
wood on a lathe and Carol, the only sister now living, still paints china. Carol has given me covers of the Saturday Evening Post and Ladies Home Journal that were illustrated by a distant cousin, Neysa McCann, in the 30s. My sister has a book of poems another wrote. One of my favorite
possessions is a notebook Ebby turned into the story of her childhood and gave to me. She wrote
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eight stories in her lovely Palmer-method script and meticulously glued illustrations cut from
magazines into them. The cover is decorated with a painting of two birds and trimmed in rick-rack.
My grandma inherited this artistic talent. I remember her hand-making holiday wreaths
and painting ceramics. Her wrapped gifts under the Christmas tree always stood out: never a raw
edge or visible tape, the pattern of the wrapping paper carefully aligned where two sides met,
corners “crisped” by running pinched thumb and forefinger along their length. She took pride in
things like this, and never did anything sloppy. My mom recently gave me what is now another
treasure of mine: A large manila portfolio filled with drawings, study materials and correspondance between my grandma and Art Instruction, Inc. She answered one of their classic “Draw
Me!” advertisements in the back of a magazine and enrolled in the mail-order art program. From
what I can see, the company was somewhat legitimate. They employed artists who looked over
her drawings, made improvements to them on tracing paper, and sent these back with a thorough,
hand-written critique. My Pa Pa was stationed in Okinawa at the time, and she would do her lessons at night after she’d put my mom and her two brothers to bed. Everything was still in immaculate condition, down to the monthly receipts and extra labels. My mother found all this going
through her things when she passed away. Among her “homework” we found drawings of Ebby,
her children, a self-portrait and the torso of a man with a smile very much like my Pa Pa’s.
I like to think I am a continuation of something my grandma and others began a long
time ago, a time when women married young (my grandma at seventeen) and often made a quiet
sacrifice of private dreams in the service of being good mothers and wives. Skills were transferred
to more practical and appropriate hand-craft and worked on in what down-time existed. This idea
that I can carry the artistic torch forward helps when I am discouraged or feel insecure about
choices I’ve made. I remember these smiling relatives oohing and ahhing over my childhood
drawings. Making things beautiful, from a blank teacup to a pile of flowers ready for a vase, was
something they naturally excelled at, and it clearly gave them pleasure and confidence. Looking
at my baby quilts and embroidered “Tooth Fairy” pillow (little pocket for the tooth!) the artistry is
unmistakable. The level of craft makes for items that are passed down for generations.
I can imagine having lunch with these women today (triangles of tuna fish salad on
toasted bread, deviled eggs, iced brownies and iced tea) and discussing what I’ve been doing
and my plans for the future. They would be “just tickled to death”, to use a familiar phrase from
those days. They were the first kind of artist I was aware of, and when they shared with me what
they made as I grew older, it was with the implied message that I was an artist too, initiated into
17

the special club of Makers of LovelyThings. In those ways my mother’s family influenced my
relationship with art and making. My mother herself continues to influence, her pottery becoming
more delicate and evenly walled with each creation.
My father’s family in South Dakota we saw less often. I know and love my aunts, uncles
and cousins but know little about the older generations. I can just barely remember my grandpa,
who I met only once. My Catholicism comes from this side of the family, however, and that has
been its own kind of influence. The ritual, art and symbols of the Church have definitively shaped
my aesthetic and visual language. There is so much material there to borrow from!
Growing up we attended a Gothic style parish, with tall windows of brilliant stained
glass, plaster reliefs depicting the Stations of the Cross, and large statuary gazing serenely from
voluminous robes. Staring at all this filled the long, slow moments of Mass for my sister and me.
I’ve since learned that visual representation for ecclesiastical subjects is rooted in a time when
most couldn’t read. The stories and mysteries told of in oral homilies were reinforced as pictures
with consistent, easily-understood symbols. The religious decoration I loved in our church is part
of a a greater artistic tradition in the Catholic Church. The words of the clergy worked together
with visual aids to spread the story of Jesus Christ to non-literate populations and, I would say, to
children. From a young age I was able to respond to the visual cues more easily than the sermon
I could barely grasp at best. One can easily pick up on the extensive symbology of the Church:
keys, chalice, palm branches, lambs and lions, each communicating wordlessly. I especially liked
the more macabre symbols: wheels with sharp spikes, bloody-tipped arrows, thorns woven into
a crown and daggers through a heart to remind us of sacrifice and martyrdom. All these images
were repeated throughout my Catholic elementary school and made me feel protected and initiated into some ancient rite. Sometimes even pieces of martyrs and saints themselves, bits of bone
or hair or nail were suspended in ornate reliquaries. Though I’d call myself “secular” as an adult,
I still make reliquaries for my own personal “relics”. There remains a longing for sacredity in my
daily life. And despite my more agnostic existence, the symbols still hold meaning for me. My
interest in Medieval art, much of which is religious, certainly benefits from an understanding of
this symbolic language. These tropes populate my shelves and table-tops in various wooden and
plastic incarnations; I’ve never been able to say no to Catholic kitsch. It took years however, for
it to find its way into my work.
Art was put on hold beginning in high school and lasting almost ten years. Perhaps a
combination of outside expectation that I become an artist, fear my talents would not measure up,
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and the caricature of the “starving artist” kept me from pursuing art directly for some time, for
pleasure or as profession. I didn’t take art class after the eighth grade because I didn’t like the one
art teacher in my rural Oklahoma school district. I went on to pursue an English degree at a small
Catholic University that didn’t even have an art department.
I might actually have a soured economy to thank for my turn back to art. I had difficulty
finding a job with just the English degree and found myself waiting tables wondering what to do
next. On my parent’s advice I enrolled in a graphic design program at a state university nearby. It happened to be a strong program and I was able to take a variety of illustration courses.
Working in ink, watercolor and Prismacolor pencil, illustration became my concentration. This
work helped secure later design jobs where I used these skills illustrating children’s books and
creating graphics for the independent news weekly Oklahoma Gazette. Design school and design work took up all of my twenties and was a very formative time. My sister was my frequent
room-mate and favorite confidante. I continued to keep things without really knowing why, and
moved boxes of strange objects with us as we frequently changed apartments around downtown
OKC. Through our school and work we brought together a large circle of friends who remain my
“friend family”. Visiting a large flea market became a Sunday tradition for many of us, where we
could people watch and find all sorts of unusual things for sale, from tiny turtles (I went through
many) to air-brushed t-shirts, vintage purses and ostrich skin boots in every color of the rainbow.
“Old Paris” flea market is where I began my collection of Asian knock-off toys and eel-skin accessories. The badly-translated packaging on dolls like “Vague Girl” amused the graphic designer
in me and eel-skin became a solution to my love of leather but confused feelings about animal
rights (who can feel sorry for eels?). I kept the toys in a basket in our living room where they
served brilliantly as conversation pieces.
My collected items and my artwork finally collided during my time at Lyme Academy. I
had left Oklahoma Gazette with a vague and mistaken idea that I would like to be a portrait painter. I found Lyme Academy with a simple Google search. Once there, I quickly discovered I was
not a painter. Instead, through my drawing and printmaking classes I discovered a world I hadn’t
known existed. I fell in love with Northern Renaissance drawings and prints, and tried to work
in this style, with a heavy emphasis on line. Objects from my growing collections also began to
populate my work. There were charcoal mandalas of crab claws, foreign coins and plastic bubbles dispensed from twenty-five cent vending machines. There were dry-point etchings of shells
covered in seaweed. and watercolors of broken glass figurines.
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I hesitantly began to call myself an artist. I also discovered a love of teaching.To pay
for my last semester at the Academy, I sustitute taught, and spent a month with the same second-grade class. Despite a punishing schedule of art-making late into the night and waking early
in the morning to go teach, when the last bell rang and I left these children I was filled with a
new kind of energy. The back and forth communication with those young minds amused me and
helped me live in the moment, something I’ve always found difficult. Teaching began to look
attractive in a way I’d never imagined.
In years since I have taught all ages. Returning to Oklahoma with my post-bac certificate,
I taught undergraduates full-time at my alma mater, the University of Central Oklahoma, and still
occasionally teach as an adjunct. The two years before RISD I taught full-time at an arts magnet
secondary school and made an important discovery. Most teachers prefer a certain grade level
and can’t imagine working with kids of another age group. First-grade teachers love six yearolds and look amazed when I talk about fun with eleven year-olds. High school teachers love the
rapore with teenagers and express horror at the prospect of being stuck with “the babies”. Falling
in between, I found I love teaching the middle school mind, six-graders in particular. Often an
awkward, confusing time for kids, I find them startlingly quick-thinking and honest and witty, not
hiding enthusiasm behind a mask of cool nonchalance (yet!)
I first began to incorporate my odd collections into my teaching practice with my
sixth-graders in fact. My collection of things serves both practical and imaginative purposes. A
good Lyme Academy alum, I believe in the importance of drawing from observation. Important
lessons are learned from really seeing an object as you draw it. Van Gogh once said, “What I can
draw, I can see clearly”, which is an intentional reversal of the more expected phrase. Drawing
from observation you learn this is true. No amount of looking can make me learn an object as
well as the looking I do as I am simultaneously drawing. I could’ve told you in general terms how
a bicycle worked but until I spent hours observing one and recreating its mechanisms on paper,
I couldn’t really have told you how it functioned, or what connected to what. Now I’m able to
forever. So most of my collections end up in my classroom (or endlessly carted back and forth)
for the purpose of drawing from life exercises. Another important purpose these objects have is
their ability to give my students a world rich and varied in physical objects, objects that they may
hold, turnover and examine. Things that must be handled delicately and taken care of, that can
be easily destroyed. These are lessons I can’t fully put into words but that I believe are important and fit well into the realm of art-teaching, which is much more than just technique-teaching.
20

Three-dimensional objects on shelves in a classroom have their limits too: if a student wants to
draw a tiger he or she won’t find one on the shelves of my classroom. But if a haptic experience
can be worked into our lesson, all the better.
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CHAPTER II
Value, Meaning, Significance

One might collect (or gather or keep) without really noticing. It doesn’t take thirty Hummel figurines in a lit curio cabinet to constitute an official collection. These items might not be displayed
or even physically near one another. Items don’t have to be “like”, they can also be linked by
association, such as “Things I pick up that wash onto the seashore.” Here each item may be completely different but still constitute a grouping. Sometimes the line is blurred. I have five portfolio
cases filled with my artwork, but I wouldn’t say I “collect” portfolios. But if one of the portfolios
belonged to my grandmother, a second was a graduation gift from my parents, and the other three
are unique thrift store finds? Then I might collect portfolios.
Some questions to get one started: Is there a box of children’s lost teeth in a seldom-opened drawer? Are old love letters or concert ticket stubs there too? Are cherished family cookbooks in the kitchen or inherited tools carefully stored in the garage? What things are
brought in from the outdoors? What object would cause me to stop in my tracks and pick up? By
answering questions like these, one might find that she collects a number of things. The collections may overlap; there are no rules. And if one don’t consider oneself a collector and doesn’t
want to, here is my permission skip this exercise! But if this kind of personal curation sounds intersting, it is. There is information about the collector in the collection. I often come across literature explaining away my desire to collect as a way to assuage some greater emptiness in myself.
I often scoffed at this, but have since reexamined this theory and found some some interesting
points.
There are definitely commonalities in most things I collect. I like to see evidence of the
human hand in a similar way to Alexander Girard, famed designer and collector. “Unsophisticated
or naive in character; ingenious in concept; direct in expression; sincere in creation; bounded by the
vigorous limitations of a tool, a material, a handcraft, or machine process,” are qualities that
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attract him he says. I especially love when something evidences that the past the dear little object
was created for no longer exists. I just found a vial of nail-bleaching powder at an antique store
whose instructions included a step that read, “Add water. Experience will tell you how much.”
This immediately betrays its paradigm: a slower paced world, a time with more “time”, without
aisles of thirty kinds of everything, when a small manufacturing company might do its’ own
technical writing, when the possibility of litigation hadn’t begun to influence all communication.
I could go on, but that is one way an object that I have no personal connection or history with can
appear meaningful and useful to me and my classroom.
In what other ways do objects gain significance? The lovely practice of filling up a
cabinet with special objects and creating a “wunderkammer” comes to us from Northern Europ
beginning in the . At this time there was much scientific and geographical discovery going on in
the Western world, so items in a wunderkammer would commonly be natural objects from farflung parts of the globe, from the sea, or especially intricate or clever man-made objects and tools.
Usually owned by the upper classes, many of the items would have been expensive, but what
made them special was their rarity or unusual-ness. There are exceptional examples of wunderkammers in the collections of the Hartford Antheneam and Boston’s Museum of Fine Art.
I consider my collecting practice similar to the old wunderkammers in that monetary
value isn’t the chief concern; rarity, uniqueness and personal history are what gain admittance to
my shelves. These qualities have “meaning” for me. But what is meaninful to one may not be to
another. If object-based learning appeals, it is important to investigate where one finds meaning
personally. The following is an ongoing list I keep of different qualities that may give something
value:
•

The power to recall memory: of people, places, moments, these often become
personal relics, every bit as sacred to the owner as the bits of saintly bone and
nail kept in churches

•

Significance to a historical narrative, the butter churns, grandfather clocks and
Edwardian dresses found in museums are examles of these

•

Importance for documenation purposes, like a family bible with its lists of
births, deaths and marriages or a sign directing people to drink from certain
water fountains

•

Exceptional craftsmanship and intelligent design
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•

the interesting, odd, humorous, touching or mysterious, for example, I’d
love to have a piece of ambergris, a material made in the belly of a whale
and found washed up on the seashore. It was prized for making long-lasting
perfumes in past centuries

•

being “one-of-a-kind” or hand-crafted, in our world of mass production it is
now the particular we are often interested in

•

a flaw that gives an ordinary object added significance, like an upside-down
image on a stamp (again, the particular).
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CHAPTER III
The Weird and Wonderful Classroom Experience: My Personal Pedagogy

Teaching can be its most joyous when you forget you are even doing it. I love a certain zone my
students and I enter on a good day: the kids and I are fully engaged with the subject and one another, we’re all in the same conversation, excited about the same things. They ask me thoughtful
questions unselfconsciously. When we come to the bounds of our knowledge on something, we
attack the problem together, hunting for answers. When I speak, I have the effortless feeling of
responding to an interesting conversation. I have done a share of “lecturing” in the strictest sense,
so I can tell you, these two types of communication are worlds apart. When I am less the “sage on
the stage” and more that “guide on the side” I’m able to operate in an exciting space where two of
my loves overlap. The roles of teacher and artist blur and merge, and I’m just sharing knowledge
of what I love most in the world, in hopes others will love it too, or at least gain from it. Since
I’ve taken such pleasure and benefit from meaningful physical objects, it’s natural for these to
show up in my classroom. I want all good things for my students, and one way to encourage this
is by passing on what I’ve tried and found true for myself as an artist.
Here I will let a few objects and stories stand alone to defend my findings, but first I’m
going to lay out some of the major learning opportunities I find in object-based learning. Objects
can become animate and active in many ways. Their placement alone or in relation to other
things, the care they require, the fact we are often using something for a purpose other than that
thing’s intended use, all these can keep materials from becoming dead weight.
The most obvious way to employ objects in a visual arts rooms is to use them for life
drawing. A collection of objects that do not stray far from simple geometry is invaluable for
teaching basics. At some point we do drapery studies by pinning sheets and different kinds of
fabric to the ceiling. I turn the overheads off, aim spot lights up at the folds, and we complete this
classic drawing excercise. From here my lessons involve more complex still lifes.
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My next favorite is scale and juxtaposition. The varying of scale and combining objects
with certain others so that there is implied meaning simply is usually a crowd-pleaser. The message here is often humorous, an irony or wry truth, which explains its popularity in this day and
age. My students have made giant gnomes and miniature diorammas, enormous wire insects and
tiny pinch-pots. As for juxtaposition, my favorite light-hearted combination involves a statuette
of Jesus given to me in fourth grade. He likes to hang out beside a Darth Vader Pez dispenser and
a small pencil-topper Budha. Among both friends and students this profane “trinity” has initiated
many conversations about disrespect versus satire, shock versus complacency and other topics.
There are many learning opportunities having to do with history. My classes have discussed changing craftsmanship and product design. This usually begins with hand-made objects
and pivots at the Industrial Revolution when interchaneable parts are introduced and continues
right up until our current Do-It-Yourself trend. There can be discussion about changing historical
paradigms around important movements like Civil Rights and Gender Equality. Reading about
injustice is one thing, experiencing it through an out-dated textbook or a xenophobic propaganda
poster can be a more powerful experience. I have amassed quite a few vintage ettiquette books,
and certain instructions for being a “lady” still floor me when I come across them. Sometimes I
have to actually convince students that what they are looking at was created in seriousness and
was generally tolerated at the time.
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Object Lessons

The following vignettes are real-life examples of meaningful objects used for instruction:
Pascal Rihouet’s Touch-piece
We are listening to to Jessicca Urick, Assistant Curator of Costume and Textiles at the RISD
Museum. The small room we are in is lined with glass-topped drawers that contain everything
from a Voodoo Parade flag to tassled flapper attire, but we crowd around the large display table
looking at five hundred year old Venetian velvet. As she explains the laborious process necessary
to create something so exquisite, she lines up three pieces of the rich fabric and points out the
secrets to visually identify each. We lean in to see the different lengths of pile, to measure with
our eyes the slight change in density of thread in each piece. There’s a magnifying glass for us to
get even closer. The class is here with Pascale Rihouet, who is teaching us Ritual Performance
in Late Medieval and Early Renaissance Italy over winter session. She has been lecturing about
“ritual dress” during this period and what these costumes silently communicated. The last item
shown to us is an altar cloth. In contrast to the opulent materials used for priestly vestments and
church wall hangings, the altar cloth is traditionally white linen, simply decorated with an embroidered or lace border. Despite its age, it looks bright and fresh, and very soft. I’m thinking
about this softness when Pascale pulls something out of her purse, her “touch-piece”. Just likes its
name hints, we are able to pass this small, handkerchief-size swatch and have a touch. It is soft.
Maybe some of the softest, finest fabric I’ve ever felt. Not just any linen, she tells us she ordered
it from one of the old weavers in the city of Florence and it took six months to receive. Around
the edges is a woven border of repeating sheep in light blue. It’s the first time I’d heard the word,
“touch-piece”. As we file out I think, How smart! I can still feel the unbelievably smooth, soft
linen on my palm.
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Them Bones
Ryan, Frank, Indira, Mrs. Rotunda Moosh: some of the names for the many plastic (and one real)
skeletons I’ve known over the years as both teacher and student. Ryan is my newest acquaintance,
but I guess he’s not a skeleton really. He is the life-size, classical ecorché that serenely audits
Anne Hirsch’s figure sculpting course. We christened him Ryan a few classes in. “Frank” won the
riotous, hotly debated naming contest for the miniature skeleton I ordered for my 6th grade art
students last year. The B Day class still used Rotunda Moosh amongst themselves. They dreamed
her up after someone observed that bones give no clue to former body type. There are no skinny
bones, no fat bones. Thinking back further, I don’t know who christened Indira, the incredibly petite but very real human skeleton that hung in our Human Anatomy for Artists at Lyme Academy.
It was long before my time. At final exam, she would be arrayed in dozens of numbered post-it
notes, giving us locations for the 206 bones we had to name. My point here is to evidence the
increased interest and personal connection made with these almost – or formerly – human specimen. I first saw a three-dimentional representation of the human skeletal system in art class, not
science class. It was Drawing I and I can’t recall their names, just that they had them. The skulls
were removed many times a semester to be drawn separately, and over the years vertebra went
missing and mandibles ended up paired with incorrect maxilla, all requiring awkward wiring together so that they made quite a pathetic-looking group. But it was still thrilling to see them exist
in actual space, where I could examine from innumerable angles, lifting an arm or holding a hand
to examine phalanges. Seeing the dimpled texture of bones, understanding the volume of a rib
cage, all make for a far different experience than looking at a ten inch tall diagram in a textbook. I
don’t recall one of those ever being given a name.
RIP Tech
Old Technology Graveyard sat on top of the shiny, steel cart containing my classroom’s 20 brandnew MacBooks. A small sign with its name was surrounded by several tape cassette headstones,
ribbons of tape spilling out around them. Buried here were 8-track tapes, floppy disks, pagers, a
ten-key, beautiful vintage cameras, a 6’’ closed-circuit television that weighed as much as a bowling ball, and some other technology that I was shocked could belong there yet. Occasionally a
student brought in a contribution and it was added with a quick burial rite (just a loose sprinkling
of brown cassette tape tape). I also occasionally brought things back from the dead for the class
to draw from life. Students had to guess or imagine a use for the item at the end of the task, and
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then draw a scene from the object’s “life” using their imagination. The object was passed around,
turned over and peeked into as if it were some artifact from an archeological dig. The fantastic
lives six graders dreamt up for these obsolete objects was always more glamorous an incarnation
than their true history.
Before Printmaking
Intaglio, relief, lithography and transfer prints: even printmakers can mix up the names. But
since dozens of printmaking processes fall into one of these categories, it’s worth learning the
difference and being able to create a design that plays on the abilities of each. The methods can
be explained by hearing the process described, reading about it, watching a tutorial, but a simple
way is to hand out a few prints (a print-maker’s touchpeice). Each method’s effect on the paper is
different, so by feeling the embossment and seeing how the ink transferred from plate to paper is
a much more efficient and potentially meaningful way to learn.
In conclusion, I wish to leave my reader with a sense of the importance and continued relevance
of material things. I encourage the use of object-based learning in some form in all classrooms,
especially the art classroom, as well as in one’s own art practice. I’ve included in the Appendices
some of my arts-based research and also some resources for those interested in exploring the subject
further.
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APPENDIX A
Things That Jump Into My Pockets or Items I Collect

Things plants produce, like seed pods or a lichen-covered branch
Minerals and crystals usually bought in some kind of hippie store
Chinese and Korean fans
Heat sinks from eletronics (they become a futurist cityscape in multiple)
Things out of scale: big things made small, small things made big
Obsolete technology/machines
Especially old radios, music players, computers and telephone equipment
Old print publications and ephemera: magazines, books, stationery DUPE
Things bearing visual evidence of wear from the extended use by one or many people
Ceramic bowls my mother has thrown and given me
Paper money and coins from outside the US, especially pre-Euro
Things that seem the archetype/stereotype of its identity
Stickers for my drawing boards
Objects I find absurd or ridiculously conceived/designed/executed
Instructions or other written communication I find exceedingly snobby or overly casual
Found things that evoke a tenderness/kinship with other humans/creatures
Badly translated packaging for foreign dime-store toys
Handwriting, first my own and my family’s, then friends and sometimes even strangers
Discrete Science and Math books
Art books, especially of my favorite artists and gothic Italian and French painting and Northern
Renaissance drawings and prints
Christie’s catalogs of auctions for estates, art and antiques
Images of paintings of the Apocryphal Biblical heroine Judith beheading Holofernes
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Things with a beagle motif
Catholic religious figurines, medals, and other religious objects/ephemera
Rosaries, especially ones received as gifts and that belonged to my family
Frankoma, the beautiful and iconic pottery made by an Oklahoma family during 1900s
Vintage school books and science books and poetry books and strange novels
Vintage atlases
National Geographic and other maps & charts
Oklahoma, Alaska, Connecticut, Louisiana and now Rhode Island souvenirs
Old jewelry, especially tarnished metal and brightly colored plastic pins, bracelets
Things made out of “celluloid”, modern plastic’s old aunt from the last century
Containers for other things
Especially boxes
Especially small boxes
Especially small vintage boxes, metal ones that held pills, matches, fuses, powder
Or small plastic boxes that held travel soap or diamond rings or are clear acrylic
Or paper boxes that held corrections tape or book tabs or map pins
Clutch purses from the 80s and 90s
Really great vintage paper/cardboard packaging
Cocktails stir sticks
Vintage office supplies
Shells and rocks from places I visit
Photo frames from the 70s-90s that have the thin gold-colored stamped-metal trim
Ashtrays, especially giant glass ones that could’ve come from a Hitchcock movie
Tie clips and Military bar pins
Plastic bubbles from candy machines
Tiny pins
Tiny plastic babies
Small, inexpensive but well-designed glassware for flowers or planters or odds & ends
Monkey figurines (47+)
Interesting trash that I find peeking in trash here at RISD, esp metal and architecture depts.
Things that I believe should have an honorable end or deserve respectful treatment
Pyrex mixing bowls and casserole dishes from the 1970s
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Images of Northern Renaissance drawings and prints to reference and to hang
Small firecrackers
Teeth, both animal and human
Casts of teeth
Really anything to do with teeth
Trays, both serving and decorative
Especially Japanese “Toyo” plastic tray sets
Any home decor item or dishware I find that I can remember being in my family’s home or
homes of friends or relatives
Glass bottles, new and very, very old
Old wooden windows (12+)
A hundred or so inside layers of shells and I found when I lived at Old Colony Beach
Tiny different claws belonging to different species of crab (and some body shells) from same
Rose rocks, found only in geologies of Oklahoma and one area in the Middle East
Vintage girlie magazines
Light Bulbs
Old issues of (formerly) underground magazines like Found, Vice and Bidoun
Museum prints of works of art I’ve visited and been affected by
Old outlet and light switch covers
Found or thrifted crochet, embroidery or string art
Found or thrifted paintings on velvet
Found or thrifted paint-by-number paintings or kits
The waxy translucent plastic fruit used in home decor
Electric candles designed for window sills at the holidays.
Anything I find in a great multitude
Architectural drafting tools
Shells and interesting rocks found on trips taken
Tickets from live music shows, festivals, concerts attended
Samsonite luggage, from vintage to contemporary
Silica packets, the DO NOT EAT dessicant
Varieties of bitters, the apertif
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APPENDIX B
Sorting All Things: A Beginner’s Guide to the Art of Ontology

Like things
Things of “natural” origin
Things of “synthetic” origin
Things that break down
Broken things
Mass-produced things
Things to remember someone/something by
Seasonal things
Handmade things
Happy/Sad things
Dangerous things
Things that hang
Inspirational/motivational things
Things that can contain other things
One-of-a-kind things
Consumable things
Things that were gifts
Childhood things
Private things
Secret things
Shared things
Personal things
Things one doesn’t know how to use
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Mutilated things
Mistaken things
Free things
Stolen things
Things that one has been passed down
Things one dislikes but keeps out of obligation
Things kept to punish oneself
Things which can bring forth a visceral memory
Well-made things
Things that help one perform a task
Sacred things
Taboo things
Incriminating things
Things that aren’t spoken of
Obsolete things
Things one doesn’t know the proper name of
“Foreign” things
Things made of similar material
Edible things
Things that can be burned
“Common” things
Intricate things
Irreplaceable things
Things that can stack
Things that must not be lost
Things that were once living
By method of production
By method of operation
By method of care/maintenance
By common motif or symbolism
By continent/region/country of origin
By use: household, industrial, office
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By intended purpose
By common era
By physical properties: color, texture, shape, size
Alphabetically
In order of item’s age
In order of time in one’s possession
In order of size
In order guessing what is most lasting/most ephemeral
In order of monetary value
In order of emotional value
In order of usefulness
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Appendix C
Resources

Artists Exploring Similar Themes:
Sarah Sze, www.sarahsze.com
Liz Magor, http://canadianart.ca/artists/liz-magor
Mark Dion, http://www.artnet.com/artists/mark-dion
Michael Johanssen, www.michaeljohansson.com
Related Projects:
Found Magazine, http://foundmagazine.com
Neatly Art, https://neatlyart.wordpress.com
Related Topics:
Thing Theory, https://objectsandthings.wordpress.com/2010/02/07/bill-browns-thing-theory/
Object Ontology, http://english.rice.edu/uploadedFiles/mortonquiparlerice.pdf
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